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THE ES&S COMMITMENT
SECURITY
ES&S is committed to accuracy and security in its products to advance
the voting process. We take pride in our history of close relationships
with federal, state, and local government agencies to enhance elections.
We work hard on the security of our products, and we are constantly
strengthening and improving them. Our products are designed to federal
security voting standards and undergo rigorous internal testing, quality
assurance, vulnerability scans, and third-party test review before they are
ever shipped to customers, and we have staked our reputation on the
security of our products.

POLICYMAKERS
Election officials know best the many factors that shape their election system
locally. We respect the fact that different election officials may want different
approaches, so our priority and focus is to provide the most secure, most
efficient and most intuitive product possible based on the policy decisions state
and local governments make.

PAPER & AUDITING
ES&S strongly supports the use of voting equipment that provides a paper
record as well as increased post-election auditing. A verifiable paper record
provides voters with a means to verify that their selections were captured
accurately, and provides a means to audit the stored electronic results.
A post-election audit checks that the equipment and procedures used to
tabulate votes during an election worked correctly, and that the election
returned an accurate outcome.

THE ES&S VISION
We will provide products and services of exceptional quality and value
to maintain voter confidence and enhance the voting experience.

ES&S PRODUCTS

ExpressVote®

DS200®

ExpressVote XL™

Universal Voting System

Precinct Scanner & Tabulator

Full-Face Universal Voting System

DS450®

DS850®

High-Throughput Scanner & Tabulator

High-Speed Scanner & Tabulator

ES&S SECURITY PHILOSOPHY
Nothing is more important to Election Systems & Software than protecting America’s democracy through
secure and accurate elections. That’s why every ES&S product reflects the company’s three-part security
philosophy:
∙∙ Design: all products are designed, without compromise, to meet the latest and ever-evolving
standards in security, accuracy and reliability.
∙∙ Testing: in addition to ES&S testing protocols, all systems are rigorously tested and certified
by the federal Election Assistance Commission (EAC), which reflects security and performance
standards developed by scientists, academia and election officials. The ES&S testing protocol also
involves testing by independent, accredited laboratories. ES&S voting systems must adhere to
secure practices for the creation, transfer and storage of election files and data, and must employ
encryption and digital signing for all data in transit using cryptographic modules that meet the
Federal Information Processing Standard.
∙∙ Implementation: the entire ES&S team is devoted to ensuring that each piece of technology
performs as expected on election day, helping election officials uphold the laws of their state which
mandate strict physical security and tight chain of custody of all voting machines.
Perhaps most importantly, ES&S’s essence—its very being—is predicated on providing America with
secure, accurate elections. Every person at ES&S holds themselves, and each other, accountable for this
mandate, and is proud to serve a role in this noble purpose.

ES&S EMPLOYEES ARE LOCAL
Election Systems & Software has been dedicated to secure, accurate elections throughout
North America for nearly 40 years. The ES&S team is committed to developing integrated
voting solutions that improve the voting experience, are secure, accurate and flexible,
meeting a variety of jurisdictions’ needs and voter preferences.
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